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Orland Park Library to Pay Out $55K to Settle Lawsuits over Library Porn

Megan Fox and Kevin DuJan filed the lawsuits against the library last fall.

By LAUREN TRAUT (Patch Staff) (users/lauren-traut-2)

March 20, 2015 (http://contribute.patch.com/moderation/24910620)

Two patrons who sued the Orland Park Library now have $55,000 coming to them after library officials this week approved a settlement in a lawsuit over alleged transparency law violations.

Patrons Megan Fox and Kevin DuJan last fall filed a pair of lawsuits against the library, claiming that officials violated the state’s freedom of information law. One of the suits also named Orland Park and its police department, reports Daily Southtown.
The settlement addresses "complaints over alleged violations of the FOI law and the state's open meetings law and sets up procedures for handling future public records requests from Fox and DuJan," according to the report. Both patrons have led the charged against the library since October 2013, when they reported witnessing men viewing pornography on the library's computers.

Both have filed numerous Freedom of Information requests and the lawsuits contend that they are members of the media, and their requests should be fulfilled within the same timeframe. The lawsuits state that library officials “refused to provide certain public records,” as well as violating meeting policies.

Library Director Mary Weimar refuted claims that they violated transparency requirements.

“Instead, the agreement reflects the assessments by the parties of the costs and uncertainties of continuing to litigate their disputes and the benefits of managing the reoccurring and voluminous Freedom of Information Act (http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/crime-law-justice/laws-legislation/freedom-of-information-act-EVGAP00040-topic.html) requests submitted by these plaintiffs,” Weimar wrote.

The two-year agreement sets up procedures for handling future requests from Fox and DuJan. The library agrees to provide them with certain records on a monthly basis while also allowing a specific number of additional FOI requests, with responses due by a deadline they've negotiated, according to Weimar's statement.
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### Top News Illinois

#### Caught Napping? Video Shows Chicago Cop Sleeping in His Police SUV (/illinois/beverly-mtgreenwood/caught-napping-video-shows-chicago-cop-sleeping-his-police-suv-0)

The video, recorded at 63rd and South Campbell on the South Side, was posted to Facebook last week.

#### Emily Beazley Dies after 4-Year Battle with Cancer (/illinois/beverly-mtgreenwood/emily-beazley-dies-after-4-year-battle-cancer-0)

The 'Hero on Homan' passed away late Monday night, family announced on social media.

#### Local Motorists Asked to Lookout for Turtles (/illinois/glenellyn/local-motorists-asked-lookout-turtles)

DuPage County Forest Preserve officials say more turtles are crossing area roadways on their way to nest.

#### Dog Found in Niles Reunited With Northwest Indiana Owner 3 Years Later (/illinois/niles/dog-found-niles-reunited-northwest-indiana-owner-3-years-
TOP NEWS USA

Rima, a pit bull who strayed from her home in Michigan City, Indiana in 2012 was found with puppies last month in Niles.

Unclaimed Cremains Laid to Rest in Mass Entombment in Kane County

The entombment is part of a bigger program through the Kane County Coroner's Office to reunite family members with unclaimed cremains.

'Father' To Marry 'Son' In Bucks County -- With Court's Blessing

A same-sex couple in their 70s used adoption as a path to legal rights. Now, they say they feel 'enormous' relief they can actually marry.

Allegedly Bony McNugget at Center of McDonald's Injury Lawsuit

Chicago-area man claims a "defective" nugget put him into an emergency room with mouth wounds.

Pacifica Whale Marred with Graffiti One of Two to be Buried at Beach

Two whales that turned up dead on a Pacifica beach in recent weeks will be buried there at the request of the city, according to police.
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<td>Police are hopeful the valuable items will be returned without damage.</td>
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<td>More than 33.8 million vehicles will be recalled to correct a flaw in air bags linked to a half dozen deaths and more than 100 injuries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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